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editorial
A Personal Plea - Do Not Let It Be You.
Although we have been able to walk for around 200,000 years, all that experience counts
for nothing. Each day we put one foot in front of the other we risk injuring ourselves. When
backpacking, add to this, uneven terrain, poor weather conditions and around 12kg strapped to
our back and the mere feat of walking becomes risky business.
What on Earth is he on about? I hear you ask. Well, it came home to me in May this
year. Whilst stepping off a box 150mm tall I ruptured an Achilles’ tendon. After three weeks in
plaster then nine weeks wearing medical boot, I lost the use of my left foot and zero strength in
my calf. Also, I am left with a limp. Long term physiotherapy should get me back on my feet by
the autumn.
Below are some of the more common walking injuries:
Achilles, calf, thigh and knee pain - When walking either up or down hilly terrain, you
put more pressure on your forefoot to gain grip and control which pushes your heel to drop too
low inside your boot and there is far greater pressure on your thigh and knee muscles when going uphill or downhill.
Ankle Sprain - This can be very painful which is the result of a damaged ligament on the
outside of the ankle which culminates in bruising, swelling and reduced movement. As long as
the bones are not damaged, ice application, compression and elevation at the acute stage followed by rest will help.
Shin splints - They can be caused by poor footwear, incorrect walking techniques and
walking on uneven, undulating surfaces such as hilly or rocky terrain
Stress fractures - overtraining and pushing yourself beyond reasonable limits. Bone tissue
breaks down gradually when it is subject to physical activity and has to regenerate itself. However, if you don’t allow sufficient time for this and keep pushing yourself beyond the recommended limits, small cracks can start appearing in the foot and shin areas. Walking on hard surfaces, poor nutrition alongside inadequate rest and recuperation will all contribute to increasing
the risk of stress fractures.
Blisters, bunions, corns and callouses - these are all generally caused by ill-fitting or inadequate footwear and socks that do not wick away moisture.
Wear appropriate footwear and socks. Keep a healthy pace.
Dress appropriately for weather conditions. Pay attention to the terrain and surroundings
Seek medical treatment for any injuries you may sustain.
Nick Miles
Copy date for the winter issue is October 31st 2019, but earlier if possible, please. Where
possible please supply your submission by email to magazine@backpackersclub.co.uk. Don’t
forget to include photographs to accompany the article, and include a title, and name and contact
details. Word .doc, .rtf and .txt are all acceptable formats. Send the photographs separate to the
text.
The copy date for Diary submissions is October 31st 2019.
Diary submissions should be sent to Darren Tipper, contact details on the Diary pages.
Gear reviews to the editors at magazine@backpackersclub.co.uk. Remember to include a photograph with the review.
Postal submissions can be made to:
Backpack Magazine, 6 The Fairway, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire. NN9 5YS.
Remember to include a contact number should there be a need to check details.
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president’s page
The Writing Game
The editors asked me to tell you how I
became an outdoor writer, and if the truth
be told, that wasn’t the plan when I left
school. In fact, I broke my pencil across
my knee, determined never to write anything ever again. My schooldays ended
with me obtaining decent grades in geology
and geography, excelling in map-reading,
with a gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award to
my name and a cash prize of £5. I spent
that on a pair of waterproof trousers.
There used to be two magazines about the
outdoors and I read them from cover to cover, marvelling at all the places I might never
visit, while enjoying other people’s opinions about places I knew well. The trouble was that
occasionally someone wrote about an area I knew well, and I didn’t think they’d done a
good job. I would hurl the magazine across the room and mutter that I could have done
better myself. After a few months of magazine hurling, I decided to try my hand at writing
something.
After much scribbling, blood, sweat and tears I sent something to what I am going
to call ‘Magazine A’. It was rejected out of hand. I was crushed, but not quite defeated, and
I sent the same feature to ‘Magazine B’. The editor said it was just what he wanted, and
once it was published he would pay me £30. I reckoned that I should write him something
else before he forgot who I was, but my second feature was rejected. Crushed once again, I
sent it to ‘Magazine A’, and the editor said that it was just what he wanted, and once it was
published he would pay me £30.
After a while, both magazines appeared at the newsagents and both carried my features. One of them even paid me the £30 as promised, and the other one didn’t, so there
was pride and disappointment in equal measure. I kept sending features to both magazines,
then a third magazine hit the newsagents, followed by a fourth, and before I knew it I was
writing multiple features for a range of magazines and they were paying considerably more
than £30. One of those magazines asked me to submit features about the North Pennines
until I had over a dozen of them in print.
I was aware of guidebook publishers and I realised that they all had their own specialist areas. One of those publishers, Cicerone, was on my doorstep. I had a look at their
catalogue, looking for gaps in the areas they covered. The North Pennines was a huge gap,
so I photocopied my magazine features, popped them in the post and said I could expand
on those features to produce a guidebook. I was invited into the office for a chat and offered a contract.
‘How long will it take you to deliver?’ I was asked.
‘Oh… maybe six months,’ I replied.
‘Don’t be daft,’ I was told, ‘Let’s say twelve months.’
Paddy’s mobile office in the
most remote part of Iceland
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The North Pennines are tough. In fact they’re incredibly tough. However, I was
back at the office after six months with all the materials for a guidebook. What I hadn’t
anticipated was an offer of more work, and I walked out of the office with a contract for a
guidebook to the Mountains of Ireland. For the past thirty years, my visits to the Cicerone
office have seen me and my publishers constantly kicking ideas back and forth. I have written for other publishers too, but Cicerone is one of the better outdoor publishers and
they’re 50 years in the business this year.
I’m often asked how I actually write my books, and that’s something that’s changed
over the years. Originally, I used a biro and a spiral-bound notepad, switching to pencil
when it rained, or relying on my memory when the paper turned to mush. A Dictaphone
seemed like a good idea for a while, but it was time-consuming playing back my words, listening to my laboured breath, with words lost to the buffeting wind, and I still had to get
the words onto paper. When computers came onto the scene, I refused to get one and hammered out my words with a manual typewriter.
‘I will never get a computer,’ I declared, ‘until they make one I can take onto the
hills.’
So, when the Psion palmtop computer came along and I realised it could be taken
onto the hills, I got one and never looked back. Using a Psion gave me twice as much time
outdoors, because I spent a lot less time writing at home. Of course, technology changes all
the time and shortly after Psion threw in the towel, it became impossible to connect them
to modern computers. So, I upgraded to a tablet to write my books and as a bonus I got
excellent on-screen mapping, GPS, internet connectivity and probably a whole lot more
things that I’ve yet to discover.
I like backpacking, but I like many ways of getting out and about. Primarily, I’m
happiest following a long, long trail that has lots of variety. I like to get out and stay out, so
writing a guidebook to a long-distance trail suits me fine. However, when I’m asked to go
somewhere and write about lots of short, circular walks, I’ll happily do it. It won’t be backpacking, because I’ll probably just pick an urban base that has lots of bus routes fanning out
into the countryside, then check a selection of walks for maybe a month or so. If the walks
are short and easy, then I might cover them at the rate of two per day, get them written up
as I walk them, deliver as soon as possible after returning home then get cracking on the
next project.
Of course, it’s difficult to keep writing new books forever. I’ve written almost one
hundred books and much as I like to explore new areas, many of my earlier books have
required updating in recent years. The popular ones go into new editions, and even go into
third or fourth editions if there are lots of changes over the years.
So, where will it all end? Well, I guess that some of my guidebooks, covering the
really tough trails and really rugged areas will eventually have to be handed over to younger,
fitter models. Maybe the longer trails will get handed over later, followed by guidebooks to
other areas, until all I can manage will be something like easy walks around the Isles of
Scilly. After that, if it becomes too much of a burden to drag my ageing body onwards, I
might just leave it beside the trail and go on without it.
Paddy Dillon
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new members
The Club extends a warm welcome to these new members
Dana Fleming USA
Janette Petersen Australia
Joelle Underwood USA
David Brown Norfolk
Sophie Coiley Devon
David Williams West Midlands
John Jowett Nottinghamshire
Michael Wadeley Carmarthenshire
Richard Hacker Devon
Paul Dove Bedfordshire

Chris Crosswell Worcestershire
Robert McPhee Essex
Kevin Hirst Wales
Charles Long Surrey
Tim Bannister Hampshire
John Sanderson West Yorkshire
James Fisher Gloucestershire
David Mahony Surrey
Sophie Degmayr Germany
Simon Stutz Germany

Welcome to the Backpackers Club! We are delighted that you have joined and trust
that the benefits of membership will meet your expectations.
As a member you will automatically receive quarterly copies of Backpack magazine
and access to the Club website. This includes use of the Farm Pitch and Long Distance
Path Directories.
Joining one of the arranged meets published in the diary section is simple, just turn
up. However, if you would like to make contact with a member prior to joining a meet,
please feel free to call or e-mail me and I will do what I can to advise and assist you. My
details are on the inside front cover.
All the very best,
Nick Miles
Club Chairman
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Regularly updated versions of the Diary may be viewed on the Club web site. Extra information sheets can be accessed by clicking on ** against the event title on the Club web site
Diary, or from the arranger or Diary Coordinator:
Overnight pitches on weekend meets are on recognised campsites or by permission on
private land. Basic facilities (water, toilets, car parking (a charge may be applicable) etc.) will be
available. Any difference will be notified in the event detail. If in any doubt for your personal
requirements please contact the arranger.
The arranger and the Club make all reasonable efforts to ensure that information is correct. Very occasionally things do not go quite to plan, but between those present it is hoped any
issues can be resolved.
New event arrangers with fresh ideas are always welcome. Do you fancy trying your hand
at arranging a Club event in your favourite area? Advice for arrangers can be found on the web
site diary, or contact me for an email copy.
The Backpackers Club has insurance to protect arrangers against possible litigation. To
qualify, event details must be notified to diary coordinator, and published in the web site diary at
least 24 hours ahead of the event start.
Darren Tipper, email- diary@backpackersclub.co.uk or tel: 01562 66260 or 07305 127279.
Ordnance Survey Map codes LR=1/50,000 Landranger Series.
OL=1/25,000 Outdoor Leisure.
EX=1/25,000 Explorer Series.

Other codes **=further information available from event
arranger.
FPD=See Farm Pitch Directory for more
pitch detail.

September 6-8 2019 Somerset Weekend - Static. - Cancelled
September 13-15 2019 Cotswold Fringe Weekend
Arrangers:David & Tracy Peachey 01295 256073, mobile: 07747 021707, Email:
david.peachey1@btopenworld.com.
Maps LR151 or EX191 and 206
Friday:SP383476 Mount Farm Park Camping Site, Ratley, Warwickshire OX15 6DW . £10 per
tent, cars can be left for free. Rose & Crown PH in Village 01295 678148 for meal bookings
Saturday: SP355349 The Gate Hangs High PH Whichford Road, Hook Norton, Oxfordshire
OX15 5DF
£5 per tent. Please make a phone/email booking direct with pub if an evening meal required.
01608 737387 gatehangshigh@live.co.uk
Beautiful hilly country along edge of Cotswold Escarpment. Approximately 10 miles between
pitches, Further details to follow.
September 24-26 2019 Midweek Coastal Cleveland Way – Whitby Station
to Scarborough Station - linear
Arranger: Bob Harvey: mobile 07970 674930, Email: bobplayskeyboards@yahoo.com
Maps: OL27 or LR 94,104
Tuesday 24th : NZ945057 Hooks House Farm, Robin Hoods Bay, YO22 4PE (FPD). Tel
01947 880283. £9.00 pppn dogs allowed. All campsite facilities, 3/4 mile from Robin Hoods
Bay up steep hill.
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Wednesday 25th: TA007969 Hayburn Wyke Hotel. Cloughton, YO13 0AU, Tel 01723 870202.
£5.00 pppn. Field close to pub, facilities during pub opening hours. Dogs allowed
For those of you wishing to join me I will be leaving Whitby railway station on Tuesday 24th at
midday. The Walk will conclude on Thursday at Scarborough Railway Station. Walking distances
approx 10 miles per day but typical up/down coastal walking. A flatter alternative is the cinder
railway path.
Arriva X93 Scarborough-Whitby bus service runs every 20/30 minutes.
October 4-6 2019 North Wales, Llangollen
Arranger:Lesley Dark 0161 4834468, email: lajd@cooptel.net.
Maps LR 116/117/125 or EX 256
Friday: SJ203443 Abbey Farm Caravan Park, Llangollen LL20 8DD Tel: 01978 861297. £10 pp.
http://www.theabbeyfarm.co.uk/.
Saturday: SJ197516 Llyn Rhys Campsite, Llandegla LL11 3AF Tel: 01978 790627 £8 pp http://
www.llynrhyscampsite.co.uk/.
Please advise arranger if planning to come as the Saturday pitch would like to know numbers
Friday pitch has onsite café/bar and there’s a pub with meals ½km. Saturday pitch is close to a
pub with meals and there’s a café in Llandegla open for Sunday breakfast. Saturday/Sunday various options - Horseshoe Falls, Llantisilio Mountain, Offa’s Dyke, Castell Dinas Bryn, Ponderosa
Café (Horseshoe Pass).
Trains to Ruabon with bus service to Llangollen (Friday and Sunday), Sunday buses Ruthin to
Wrexham (not via Llandegla) for trains.
October 11-13 2019 Peak District Monsal Head to Crowdicote
Arranger : Tim Jayes, Mobile 07840 112886, Email: heyjayzee9@talktalk.net.
Maps: LR 119 or OL 24
Friday: SK186713 Peter & Maureen Child, Park House, Monsal Head, Nr Bakewell DE45 1NL
Tel 01629-640463.(FPD) £7ppn
Saturday: SK102650 Dorothy & Tom Naylor, Bridge End Farm. Crowdicote. Tel 01298 83238.
(FPD) £4ppn
October 18-20 2019 Blackwell near Taddington-Edale
Arranger : David Longden, Mobile 07765 063837, Email: davidlongden1@hotmail.co.uk.
Maps LR 110 and 119 or OL1 and 24
Friday: SK123720. Beech Croft Farm Caravan and Camping, Blackwell in the Peak, Taddington
Near Buxton, SK17 9TQ. Tel:01298 85330 all facilities.
I HAVE BOOKED AND PAID FOR 8 BACKPACKERS at £7 A NIGHT SO I WOULD BE
GRATEFUL IF PEOPLE COULD LET ME KNOW THEY ARE COMING.
If coming by car please contact site directly. I will contact the site to increase numbers as necessary.
From Buxton number 65 bus to Millers Dale then 2 mile walk. Transpeak bus has a stop at the
Blackwell turn (SK123717). PUB -Taddington 2 miles.
Saturday: SK124856. Fieldhead National Park Campsite, Edale. Tel: 01433 670386, all facilities.
£8 pn. 2 pubs local
Walking superb- Blackwell Dale, Monks Dale , Peter Dale ,Hay Dale then Limestone Way to
Castleton and then Hollins Cross or Mam Tor to Edale. Distance 10 to 12 miles.
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October 24-28 2019 Dartmoor -long weekend
Arranger:Howard Kelly mobile: 07730 955592, Email:195hdk@gmail.com
Maps: LR 191 or OL28
Thursday: Newton Abbot, 14:50 bus - Stagecoach Service - 39 from Sherborne Rd stop B
(SX860714), arrive 15.08 at Pottery Road Bovey Tracey (SX817771). Walk 4.3 miles. Wild pitch
area of Haytor (at or near to grid square SX75x77x).Sunset 18:00.
Friday : 10 miles to Hurston Ridge area (SX67x81x) via Widecombe, Hamel Down. Wild pitch.
Sunrise 07:50
Saturday: 15 miles to Nodden Gate(SX530864) if conditions allow or 11miles to Lints Tor
(SX580874) via Hangingstone Hill, Dinger Tor. Wild pitch. Clocks go back 1 hour.
Sunday: 13 miles to Langstone Manor campsite (SX524737). http://www.langstonemanor.co.uk
via Lynch Tor and Roos Tor. Camping £10/tent/night.
Monday: 3.5 miles to Tavistock(SX482743). Bus (Stagecoach Service-1, quarter hourly) to Plymouth.
November 1-3 2019 Essex Woods and Bridleways
Arranger: Jenny Sampson,Tel: 01245 601525, Mobile :07505 112767, Email:
jenny.sampson@blueyonder.co.uk.
Map: EX183, LR167
Friday: TL718035, My Garden at 31 Brook Lane, Galleywood, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8NL.
Large lawn, outdoor tap, washing facilities and toilets in house. Car parking on drive or verges.
Pubs in walking distance. Also coffee shop at Lathcoats Farm(daytime)-TL712041 (1.5km walk)
Saturday: To be arranged. Possibilities are static with a circular walk, or Retreat Farm TL793084,
approx 12 km by shortest route.
If you let me know you are intending to come I will book a table for the Friday evening.
Routes: Many paths and bridleways, woods, fields and riverside paths. Essex may surprise you!
Oh and don't forget the abundance of pubs!
November 15-27 2019 Hathersage-Edale. Peak District
Maps LR 110 or OL1
Arranger : David Longden, Mobile 07765 063837, Email: davidlongden1@hotmail.co.uk
Friday: SK234832, North Lees Campsite, Birley Lane, Hathersage. tel 01433 650838. £7pn, car
£2, dog £1 50, 50p off if using public transport.
Saturday: SK124856 National Park Field Head Campsite, Edale, tel 01433 670386. £8pn
Route Options: Derwent Valley Heritage Way or Stanage Edge Ladybower Reservoir or Castleton and Mam Tor.
For those members less mobile all or part of the route between sites can be done by rail. Both
pitches on Manchester to Sheffield rail link.
December 6-8 2019 Winter Gathering & Carol Service - Static
Contact: Tim Jayes mobile: 07840 112886, Email: heyjayzee9@talktalk.net
Maps: LR 119 or OL 24
Pitch: SK156590 Stoneacre, Drury Lane, Biggin, Derbyshire SK17 0DL (FPD) Tel 01298
687195. Pitch fee ~£4 pppn + contribution to hall cost £5 pp.
Social Christmas static meet. Contributory Saturday evening cold buffet meal (bring and share).
Carol Service Sunday, followed by tea, coffee and mince pies.
**please bring a prize for the legendary raffle ** There will no bar so please bring your own
drinks along.
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More details will appear in Winter Backpack.
For local weather and road condition information, try this link www.buxtonweather.co.uk.
December 8-12 2019 Peak District with Rugzaklopers (Dutch Backpackers Club)
Co-ordinator:Darren Tipper,Tel: 01562 66260, Mobile : 07305 127279,
Email: darrentipper@hotmail.com. Maps: LR119 or OL 24
Meet at Winter Gathering pitch, Sunday 8th mid morning and join the Dutch Backpackers for a
mid week walk in the Peak District.
Further details to follow. See web site Diary or contact Darren for details after 1st November.

January 10-12 2020 The Peak District - Hathersage to Baslow
Arranger : Tim Jayes, Mobile 07840 112886, Email: heyjayzee9@talktalk.net.
Maps: LR119 or OL 24
Friday SK234832 Peak Park Authority, North Lees Camp Site, Birley Lane, Hathersage,
Derbyshire S32 1DY (advised not to use satnav). Tel 01433 650838 (daytime) (FPD)
£6.50pppn, car £2.00 per night, dog £1.50, 50p reduction if public transport used.
Saturday: SK277726 Eric Byne Campsite, Birchen Edge, Baslow, Derbyshire DE45 1PQ
Tel: 0124-658 2277. £3.50/pppn(FPD).
February 14-16 2020 Peak District. March 13-15 2020 Peak District
Arranger : Tim Jayes, Mobile 07840 112886, Email: heyjayzee9@talktalk.net. Details to follow.
March 25-27 2020 Midweek Coastal Cleveland Way – Bridlington Station to
Scarborough Station - linear
Arranger: Bob Harvey: mobile 07970 674930, Email: bobplayskeyboards@yahoo.com.
Maps: OL27 and EX301 or LR 101
Tuesday 25th : TA230714 Haven Thornwick Bay. YO15 1AU. Tel 01262 850361. This is a big
commercial site however in March the camping field is usually empty. £10.00 ptpn (up to two
people) dogs allowed 50p extra. All facilities inc shop.
Wednesday 26th: TA120814 Filey Brigg Caravan Site, YO14 9ET Tel 01723 513852. £4.50 pppn
(backpacker rate 2019 so may change). Short walk from Filey Town Centre. Dogs allowed
For those of you wishing to join me I will be leaving Bridlington railway station on Tuesday 25th
at 13:00. The Walk will conclude on Thursday at Scarborough Railway Station. Walking distances
approx. 12 - 14 miles per day but typical up/down coastal walking with world class cliff top
views.
East Yorkshire Motor Services Coaster 12/13 bus service runs every 30 minutes
March 27-29 2020 Black Mountains (Brecon Beacons National Park)
Arrangers:Darren Tipper and John Gurr: Tel: 01562 66260, Mobile : 07305 127279,
Email: darrentipper@hotmail.com.
Details to follow.
April 24-26 2020 Annual Gathering Weekend and AGM - Barnwell near Oundle,
Northamptonshire
Maps: LR 141/142 or EX 227
Village Hall and camping area : TL051848. Post Code PE8 5PH
Barnwell is two miles south of Oundle, just off the A605.
Further details to follow.
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April 23-25 Yorkshire Dales - Mid Week
After alighting at Gargrave station where I had arranged to meet the organiser, Dave
Longden I was met by Greg Smith who was approaching along the road towards the station. The station has shelter on each platform so we could wait in relative comfort. The
three of us then set off for Gargrave to follow the Pennine way towards Malham. Although
less than six miles this took us longer than we expected, partly due to missing turn offs after
yapping too much and partly due to stopping to admire and discuss the wonderful views.
Happily, after a good three hours we found Malham exactly where we left it so all was well.
Arriving at Townhead farm we were greeted by three other members, George (no surname
needed), Roger (whose surname I wrote down and lost), both had walked from Gargrave
earlier and John Braide who had walked from Settle. There was plenty of room available, a
group of about ten D.O.E's occupied three tents in the middle of field and a solitary tent
pitched at the opposite corner.
We then set off to explore the interior of the Buck Inn, plenty of room as the last of
the day-trippers were now leaving, John and I decided to have a meal. John choosing pasta
whilst I had the famous Steak and Ale pie and chips. The pie meat content was very good
but the flaky pastry just exploded once I stuck the fork in it, most of it ended on the table,
floor or over me. I doubt if two forkfuls actually reached its target and it appeared I was
suffering from terminal dandruff! A recent TripAdvisor review had called it "a stew with a
pillow” and I would agree fully, also overpriced at £12.50.
Wednesday morning we met and chatted to two instructors who came to instruct
and check on the D.O.E's, we told them they had all behaved impeccably, very quiet and
very polite, a credit to themselves. The campsite was festooned with handwritten A4 notices , all D.O.E's must do this, must not do that, I told one girl that as our group were old
none of the signs applied to us! Roger was only on an overnighter and set off home. The
rest of us of us set of for Kettlewell via Kilnsey; Gregg was starting to suffer a little and
decided to catch the bus from Kilnsey to Kettlewell. The bus stop was outside the
Tennant's Arms Hotel, and as the bus was not due for 20 minutes we thought it wise to pop
in and shelter from the non-existent rain/sun/wind etc. A great decision, the lady who
served us was so welcoming we looked for her before leaving to thank her. A great pub,
good value and comfy seats. I would probably still be there now if I had not been "dragged
out" by our remaining group, Dave, John and George.
Our route took us over Goredale and along Mastiles lane to Kilnsey where we
crossed the River Wharfe to join the Dales Way to Kettlewell. A superb walk, great views,
not too strenuous and a reasonable distance.
Arriving at Kettlewell we leant our rucksacks against the campsite wall and walked
through the adjoining churchyard for a dash to the small shop before it closed. Jean Towler
who was there in her tin tent told us she looked out, saw the rucksacks leaning against the
wall and thought we had gone straight to the pub! Not sure what the message is there. Anyway we returned from our shopping trip, pitched our tents and, er , went to the pub (The
Blue Bell). Gregg was keen to watch the football but it was not being shown at any of the
village hostelries. The church bells do chime all night. The weather had been good, chilly
but bright with the odd shower.
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Thursday morning saw us say goodbye to Gregg who had an appointment for Friday, Jean kindly giving him a lift. The rest of us headed to Appletreewick, retracing our
route along the Dales Way until Grassington. At Grassington we visited a lovely café, Dave
and John ordering veggie burgers and chips, omelette and chips for me and George ordered
his usual toasted teacake despite our warnings that he would covet our chips. George stuck
to his guns but once our chips arrived and all three of us told him how crispy on the outside, fluffy on the inside and wonderful they were, the best chips ever created etc. he finally
cracked and rushed to the counter to add to his order.
The promised rain started to arrive by afternoon and a lightning flashed by whilst we
were sheltering under a tree to don our waterproofs. After following the river we arrived at
Masons Campsite and quickly pitched our tents, the weather now alternating between bright
sunlight and heavy rain. The campsite is very well appointed and has all amenities and the
reception, a restored Airstream caravan contains a small shop. Unusually the toilets have
piped birdsong and animal noises. Here we met Jean again (not in the toilets) and all retired
to the nearby very busy and crowded pub.
Friday morning I awoke to the sound of Dave trying very hard to persuade George
to sell him his rucksack and a tent, George proved more stubborn this time and steadfastly
refused. I doubt that will be the end of the matter!
Our aim was to reach Addingham where we could hopefully catch buses to Skipton
or Leeds railway stations in order to return home. Our route would again take us along the
River Wharfe and pass by Bolton Abbey, we went off route very slightly to visit the excellent Abbey Tea Room . We stuck to the higher level path, less crowded and with better
views looking down on the river and all the Easter decorations that had been installed,
Easter Bunnies, eggs in trees etc.
We arrived at Addingham around 2:15 in time to see our bus drive past, a few minutes later a bus to Keighley arrived and George and I decided to catch that and then get to
the train to Leeds, I was lucky, my Birmingham train arrived within 5mins and was home by
7pm. Dave was not so lucky and did not get home until 8pm, George's whereabouts are
unknown!
Our morning starts were 9-9:30 and campsites cost £7-£8 .
As usual I like to record any learning experiences on each trip, my pearl of wisdom
this time is: if you hang your waterproof over the wall to dry remember to take it into the
tent with you when the next downpour arrives.
Many thanks to Dave for a very well thought out walk and thank you to Roger,
John, Gregg, Jean, Dave and George for great company.
John Clay
21-23rd June Chiltern Hills- Warburg Nature Reserve
I was in two minds whether to attend this meet, getting there involved two walking
sections and four trains, which, when added to the possibility of rail strikes looked a little
daunting, however both Chris Mann and Chris Clews kindly offered me a lift to High Wycombe which would make my return journey much simpler. I took the plunge and am so
glad I did.
12
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Leaving Henley on Thames station I set off for the edge of town where I could pick
up the Oxfordshire Way, unfortunately I was 180 degrees out on my navigation, not a
strong point but it did give me a chance to have a good look around. I soon found the start
and was very surprised how quickly the landscape became very rural. I met a couple of
walkers at the start gate but encountered no other walkers along the four or five miles to
camp. The path climbing gently through numerous small woods.
The Oxfordshire Way crosses the road at Middle Assendon and I was delighted to
see the Rainbow Inn waving at me, being early and interested in old buildings I decided to
pop in and rehydrate. There were only three other customers present in the small room. A
"younger" man was asking the older about his wartime experiences as a Spitfire pilot during
WW2. He was very reticent to talk about his experiences but did tell us a few tales of his
more peaceful escapades. I did offer to buy him a drink but he refused as he was driving.
He is 96 years old!
The pub closes at 3pm so I set off to follow the narrow lane to Bix Bottom, BEWARE, an approaching farm vehicle took up the whole width of the lane and the sides are
too steep to get out of the way. The driver stopped and I signaled that I would clamber past
each wheel but when reaching the last axle I could not get past. Leaning backwards into the
hedge I managed to evade the last giant wheel as it eased past a few inches from my boots! I
had momentary visions of advertising- used walking boots for sale, will fit clown. Luckily
that was the end of my adventures and I spent a few minutes examining the remains of St
James Church before continuing.
Arriving at Warburg I found half a dozen members already pitched and discretely
hidden in various parts of the woods. The reserve does not normally allow camping but
have kindly allowed The Backpackers Club usage for some years. We were also allowed
access to the toilets and the "classroom" which was used as a clubroom on Friday and Saturday night. The reserve and the area itself is termed chalk grassland and home to many
small animals, butterflies and birds. It also has a variety of orchids which some of our members were very keen to photograph. We saw many Red Kites which seemed a common discussion topic in the area. Whilst Red Kites eat mostly small animals and carrion there are
stories of them acting like gulls and stealing sandwiches. Red Kites are big, very big, and my
advice would be if one wants your sandwich let him have it.
Early evening saw our group grow to eleven. A group of us then "helped" Anne
erect her tent, one she had not used for fifteen years. After many, many attempts and adjustments it did look a little bit like a tent but not one of the backpackers’ finest moments.
On the positive side the elevated flysheet did allow plenty of ventilation! A few of us then
visited the Five Horseshoes in nearby (1 mile) Upper Maidensgrove, a nice but expensive
pub where the weather remained good enough for us to sit in the beer garden. After a vigorous testing of the ales we returned to camp where we found the rest of our group enjoying a very sociable evening in the hut.
Saturday morning we made a leisurely start on a nine mile walk led by our arranger,
Chris Clews. Nine of us set off, Anne staying local and Maryse due to set off home a little
later. The route took us through Stonor Park and on to Turville where we stopped for rebackpack magazine autumn 2019
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freshments at The Barn Café. A lovely place and rather more than a café. They specialise in
a range of burgers and are very popular with cyclists. A tap outside meant everyone could
refill their depleted water bottles, it had been a very hot day. We then set off to circle back
to Warburg. It had been a lovely day, great views, many birds of prey circling above us
(suspect they had an eye on one of us) and surprisingly few people apart from at the café.
On return everyone ate in their tents or at the picnic tables before paying the Five Horseshoes another visit. After a while sitting in the beer garden the temperature began to drop
so we retired indoors to a side room. I went to the bar and to my surprise I was tapped on
the shoulder by the "younger" gentleman I had met on Friday; he had recognized my Brummie accent. After a ten minute chat he was rescued by Sean who came to find where I had
got to. Again, on return to camp we found the hut in use as some of our group had brought
their own liquid supplies.
Sunday morning was again warm and bright, Tom, Chris M and I set for Hambledon, about five miles away where Tom and Chris had parked their cars. Chris C had parked
nearby as he was giving Anne a lift. Chris M kindly dropped me off at High Wycombe
where I could catch a direct train to Birmingham. A great timesaver as otherwise it would
have been two trains to Paddington, tube to Euston and then a train to Brum. Sunday travel
is not easy! Other members all set off on their way but not before giving the classroom a
good clean.
Thank you to Chris Clews for arranging, Chris M for the very welcome lift and to all
for the wonderful company.
John Clay
12-14 July Furness Peninsula
Aunt Fanny would approve. Camping overnight on a remote island with a ruined
castle, accompanied by lashings of beer and a dog. Paddy Dillon met Enid Blyton in this
meticulously planned mash-up of Five on a Hike Together, Five Go Off to Camp and Five on a
Treasure Island. In the Backpackers Club version, Ten Go to the Furness Peninsula, the sun
shone, the company was excellent, and thankfully no scientists were kidnapped. Saturday
started with a walk out of Ulverston to Swarthmoor Hall, a birthplace of the Quaker movement. We passed a tantalising sign for homemade ices before hiking gently up Birkrigg and
descending to the shore. A short trek along firm sand brought us to a farmhouse for lunch
before resuming our route along the coast to Roa Island. A short but blustery and exhilarating boat trip took us to Piel - or was it Kirrin? - Island, where we erected our tents and
talked nineteen to the dozen. Several of us wolfed wizard bar meals at the Ship Inn before
retiring for the night. A leisurely Sunday morning brought less wind and a calm crossing
before a smashing stroll towards the Barrow docks. As Uncle Quentin was having the weekend off we didn't see secret trains or submarines. Fortunately, Paddy was available to lead
and interpret our route. Encyclopaedic about his local area, we finished the trip much more
knowledgeable about this special part of the northwest (whether it be Cumbria or Lancashire), having explored a place too few of us have visited. Let's hope we can go adventuring
there again next hols.
Sarah Elton
14
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Helinox Chair Zero
500 gm
RRP ~£110 – ouch! Worth shopping around as I found mine a bit cheaper online.
Gear envy. You’ve experienced it. With
luck, it will be something cheap and the
itch will be scratched rapidly without too
much harm to your bank balance. Otherwise, it will be days of torture, for you and
your companions. Picture the scene. A
slightly damp day on that rather tedious
section of Pennine Way between Gargrave
and Malham. You know the bit – the path
that goes through tussocky fields rather
than right by the river, with restricted
views and sheep muck. Lunch beckons, but
no sitting rocks are in sight. What to do –
carry on to the higher section overlooking
Malham, where a natural seat can be found,
or crouch on the wet grass and manure? Suddenly your eye is caught. Two backpackers,
sitting in deckchairs. Eating lunch several inches above the soggy field of muck. Of course,
you have to walk over to them, enquire about their seating arrangements. “Oh, please, feel
how light they are”, enthused the friendly Belgian walker. “They’re very comfortable – but
they weren’t cheap”. The seed is sown. As you trudge on towards your sitting rock, and
indeed your settee in Middleton in Teesdale, all you can talk about is having a chair that
folds up to the size of a water bottle and goes into your backpack to facilitate long leisurely
lunches and luxurious nights in camp.
Of course, I bought one. In fact, I bought two, as it would have been rude to exclude my other half from the fun. He didn’t want one, being of a much more lightweight
and ascetic mind set. “There’s always something to sit on, and if it’s that wet we don’t stop
anyway, or sit inside – I’d rather carry the extra litre of water than two chairs”. But, I had a
cheque from some external examining burning a hole in my pocket and for the sake of my
productivity over the summer I had to stop looking at lightweight camping chairs on the
internet. When the Helinox Chair Zeros finally arrived, I wasn’t disappointed. They go out
with me on all walks that may involve refreshment. A sitting rock is great when you can find
one but when you’re out, even for an hour or two, on wet peat and heather with no rocks in
sight, a flask of tea and a sandwich tastes much better sitting above the ground. The chairs
are slightly fiddly to put together and take apart at first, but it gets easier with practice – like
many tents, the poles are joined with elastics and spring together. The lightweight but
strong and durable seat fabric then attaches to the poles, with some instructions printed on
the back to ensure that the seat is orientated correctly. The chairs do sink when on soft
ground, but after extensive peat bog testing, I am yet to be swallowed whole, and my rear
end has stayed dry.
Continued at foot of next page.
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Trangia Trivet
A year ago I was given a Trangia
meths stove by Jean Towler who no longer
used it. (I had always wanted one). I had
very quickly got to like using it. As we all
know they are very stable and silent. I enjoy seeing if things can be modified or improved, so I wanted to use it with a larger
frying pan which as it comes you cannot.
So I made a trivet and a burner support to
raise the meth’s burner to be at a better
height to use different pans above the casing. The burner support is just a simple tin
can cut at the correct length as shown in
the photo. It is just amazing that this is the
correct diameter to fit the Trangia burner
Height added to the burner is 50mm. The
Trivet was made out of thin alloy strips
with a semicircle groove filed in the ends
to stop it from moving. This worked very
well.
Dave Britton

Continued from previous page
Sitting to cook – and lounge – in camp is as relaxing as predicted. When packing up,
they act as rucksack stands. My other half, though, is much less impressed. At ~190 cm
compared to my 168 cm, he is a bit too tall to get properly comfortable in his. Because they
are so lightweight and built like a sail, they can take off in the wind, usually in the direction
of a beck, and it is often his job to catch them as I cry “Ahh… the chaaiirrs…”.
Is the Helinox Chair Zero good value? No. Even shopping around it was incredibly
expensive (I’m not thinking about the fact that I bought two) and given that sitting on rocks
in the great outdoors is free, the cost will never be recouped. Do I need it? No. What the
eye does not see, the heart does not grieve over, and until I saw them in that field near Malham, I had never considered such items even existed. Do I love it? Yes. I’m lazy. My feet
get sore. My legs get tired. I like sitting around having a drink or reading a book. Backpacking is about pleasure, and the Helinox Chair Zero enhances my enjoyment of walking and
camping. The only drawback is that I have to carry both of them, and am considering chopping the handle off my toothbrush to save the extra weight.
Sarah Elton
16
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Be Seen 2
Following on from Michael Griffiths, “Be
Seen” review, I use a couple of lights that
are made for walking poles or rucksack
straps. They come as one red light and one
white light. The ones I use came from
Lidl’s but they are on sale elsewhere, Amazon sell them for a start. They are powered
by 2032 cells, and are very bright. They can
be used on continuously or flashing or
cyclically pulsing.
Dave Britton
Petrol Stove
I have recently purchased a petrol stove
which I have now used many times in the
house, outside in the garden and static
camping. It is a Coleman Feather 442 copy,
made by a company called BRS. The model
that I have is the BRS 12A. (They do quite a
few different types). This stove is easy to
light and use, (normal petrol stove procedures). It has a powerful flame when on full
power but will go right down to almost off
for gentle simmering. The Pan supports
when closed will support the smallest of
metal cups/pans and when opened will support quite a large frying pan with amazing
stability, this is very good for the breakfast
fry up. I am using it with Aspen fuel, pure
petrol for gardening machinery; this gets rid
of all the nasty additives and fumes that are
in normal petrol. It is also a lot cheaper than
Coleman fuel. So far I am really pleased with
this stove.
Dave Britton
The Last Word
Grateful thanks to all the contributors to this edition of Backpack. So much material has been received, that some has been saved for the Winter issue. However we continue
to require your input, so please keep contributing. The editorial team don’t mind having the
smallest space for their words of ’wisdom’!
Frank
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Naturehike Noname Tent
This is a review of a freestanding Naturehike one man no name tent, but currently
described as a cycling ultralight. The tent is similar to a Big Agnes Copper Spur and comes
in three colours: light blue or red polyester, and orange silnylon. None exactly stealthy! I
chose the latter because it's some 200g lighter than the polyester versions, but at £85, £10
more. Prices have increased by a third in the last twelve months. A four season variant with
snow skirts is also available. First impression is that the tent is obviously well made with all
seams double stitched, and either seam sealed or with bias binding. Tie-outs are all heavyduty webbing. There has been little attempt to save weight.

1

The frame is a single DAC aluminium longitudinal hoop with split ends at both head
and foot. The inner is all mesh and clips to
the frame by hooks, its heavy-duty (150D!)
groundsheet holds the frame in place via
eyelets. The 20D 4000mm HH fly attaches
to the inner's groundsheet by adjustable
snap buckles. There are pegging points at
the four corners of the groundsheet, with
additional ones on each of the fly's long
sides to hold it away from the inner. A
storm guy line is provided from the fly at
each end. The supplied pegs are heavy-duty
aluminium skewers. Photo 1.

The inner is shorter than many one-man tents at only two metres long - so is not
really not suitable for people over six foot. Otherwise there is plenty of headroom and space
for a single person. Internally there is a corner mesh pocket and a lamp hanging point. The
porch area provides enough room for cooking in when pegged out.
Pitching the tent is not as easy as it could be because the inner, the fly and the pole
sets are all asymmetrical and it is not obvious which way round each goes. However this can
be easily sorted by applying some nail varnish or tape to colour code the pole ends
and the snap fastenings on the inner and
fly. The tent normally pitches inner first,
but it is provided with a footprint that allows you to pitch fly only, and hence fly
2
first. Alternatively some webbing in a capital I shape, with eyelets at the four ends,
would do the same job at much less
weight.
18
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Like many others, this tent is only freestanding as far as the inner sleeping area is
concerned. To make it fully freestanding, I attached a polyester sleeve to the groundsheet at
the centre of each long side so that a collapsed hiking pole can then be inserted into the
sleeve and in the centre pegging out point. To help keep the pole flat on the ground, put
some weight on top of it such as a water bottle or rock. Extending the pegging out points
makes this easier. This technique can be
used on many similar tents. See photo 2. If
3
you don't use hiking poles, the pole from a
pound shop brolly makes a cheap lightweight substitute.
When delivered the tent weighed 1.52
grams in its various packing bags. The
footprint is an additional 240 grams. By
changing the pegs, guy lines and heavy duty
packing bags; some 140 grams can be
saved overall. This means a fully freestanding one man tent of less than 1.4 kilograms
- as good as anything on the market - pity
about the bright colours. Photo 3.
In use there is very little condensation, but the deep bathtub inner makes it difficult
to brush out grass and crumbs in the morning, but at least it shelters you from draughts.
Stuart Blackburne

What’s Afoot? Gaiter Strapping. How Much!
Keeping that gaiter down. It’s always a problem. Always the strapping that wears out
first. My solution with one pair is bathroom chain bought from Wickes and attached to
loops on the lower edge of the gaiter with split rings. It works. However, I recently acquired
a pair of second-hand Paramo ankle gaiters that use a kind of black strapping. This needs
replacing. It seems to be made from a tough rubber sandwiched onto some nylon webbing.
On the internet a pair of replacements costs upwards of £3.00 (minus postage, naturally).
But it looks familiar. It seems to be the same strapping that my local council uses to attach
new saplings to supporting posts. Am I advocating removing it from there? Of course not.
A friendly chat with a parks employee and a small voluntary contribution to their tea fund
has secured me a piece of the stuff that should be long enough to see me out!
And, by the way, an old plastic 35mm film canister holds seven AAA batteries perfectly, looking rather like the cylinder from Dirty Harry’s 44 Magnum . Possibly useful for
those longer, more remote trips.
Catweazle
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To 57o44'N, 10 o30'E
This year we decided to tour Denmark, starting from the German border cycling up
the west coast to the northern tip of Denmark and returning down the east coast. It was
completed over three weeks at the end of May/early June.
There is no direct ferry to Denmark so it was an 80km cycle from York to Hull via
Beverley to catch the overnight ferry to Rotterdam. It then took a further five trains to
reach the German border at Flensburg, a marathon with cycles, arriving around 23.15.
We purchased our rail tickets through The Travel Bureau (www.thetravelbureau.co.uk),
an independent travel agent who took care of all the rail bookings and cycle tickets.
The following morning we crossed the border into Denmark before heading towards the west coast. After a tricky start we soon got the hang of the Danish 1:100,000 scale
cycle maps (www.themapshop.co.uk). We also carried a 1:500,000 cycle map that was useful
to give the bigger picture.
We used a combination of camp sites and
Shelterplads (udinaturen.naturstyrelsen.dk).
A network of primitive campsites and
wooden shelters, many free or a modest
charge (£3 a night). These were not
marked on the map and required use of the
web site for the final detailed approach.
Facilities ranged from not much more than
an area to pitch a tent through to several
shelters, with a water point and earth closet
toilet. They were not all remote either.
Some were close to villages and you get the
impression that they took a pride in their
upkeep.
Outside of larger towns and cities we noticed how sparse shops really were, so careful planning for food collection was required. Our cycle maps showed the location of shops
in rural areas. Prices were surprisingly reasonable compared to back in the UK, and in most
cases there was a good choice of foods for cycle camping.
Once we joined the west coast it was a fairly uneventful eight days to Skagen even
though we faced a headwind. There are some pretty towns to cycle through. Considering
that it was a coastal route there was a distinct lack of cafés to stop for a morning coffee.
The lesson learned was if you are looking for one then go for the first one you see as it will
be the last!
As we travelled north, like Sustrans the Danish did their best to keep you off main
roads. The west coast is a big holiday destination and the route tends to wind through estates of summer houses on "gravel" roads. According to the map you cycle on Asphalt or
gravel, shown as two indistinct shades of blue overlay. The gravel could be anything from
"hard pack" forest roads through to 20mm compacted gravel. There were more gravel
tracks than we had expected.
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Part of the way up the coast we found ourselves cycling along well compacted sand on the beach one
section and not quite so well compacted sand as the
other. However it was exhilarating cycling along the
beach in the sun with the North Sea only 5m away.
This leads nicely to bikes and tyres. Between the three
of us we had three different bikes. I was using a drop
handlebar tourer with 700 x 32mm tyres. Chris used a
hybrid with the same wheels and tyres, while Colin
used a mountain bike with 26 x 2¾" cross tyres. On
the sand and gravel Colin won hands down. I do not
think I would like to cycle Denmark on any narrower
tyres. We carried a comprehensive tool kit that was largely unused. Just a bit of chain lube
applied and no punctures!
Arriving at the North of Jutland we planned a half day rest in Skagen combined with
a walk out along the beach to the point where the Baltic and North Sea merge. Being a
Bank Holiday weekend the walk along the beach was a "bit busy" to say the least, more like
a ribbon of refugees fleeing a war zone than a walk on the beach, but it was fun wetting one
foot with the Baltic and the other in the North Sea.
Skagen is a fishing port, and that weekend was full of Norwegians over for the famous "Skagen Yacht Race". We ate out that evening at a quay side fish restaurant. If you
like fish then it was a Mecca, and prices not that much higher than at home, but a 70cl beer
was nearly £10.00.
The next morning we started our return down the east coast. The first few days were
similarly flat to the outgoing route, then as we approached Arhus (Denmark second city) the
route started to undulate a little more, and the east coast Fjords started to appear. When I
say undulate do not think silly climbs. The high point of Denmark is only 157m, and we
found ourselves between sea level and 50-80m. But the climbs could be steep.
After Aarhus our chosen route seemed to take us more inland cycling through rolling arable countryside. At one point we joined an old railway line shown as gravel on the
map but very rideable We completed 1235km (770 mile) back to Flensburg in 19 days.
The weather was mainly cool and breezy with a few warm days at the end. Surprisingly we had little rain, only one half day was wet. We were still in the off season, thus very
few holiday makers about, but it was obvious that come mid July it would be a different
world.
Returning to England we split the journey at Gouda in the Netherlands, with a final
leisurely "no pressure" 40km back to the boat, and a chance to reflect on the different cycle
cultures between the countries. After a night on the ferry we left the boat into a drizzle
filled morning at 07:30, returning to York with an easy 90km via Selby.
The total trip involved 1530km (950m) of cycling. We used the Shelterplads on
eleven nights, either camping or using the shelters, which reduced costs considerably. Commercial sites were reasonably priced and far exceeded standards here.
Darren Tipper
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Discovering Isaac’s Tea Trail in the North Pennines
Isaac’s Tea Trail enjoys something of a cult reputation in the North Pennines Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Named after the 19 th century lead miner, fundraiser and itinerant merchant Isaac Holden, the Trail has inspired an episode of Radio 4’s
Ramblings, a blog1 and a group of enthusiastic volunteers2 who maintain it. It covers remarkably varied countryside in Northumberland and Cumbria, from river edge walking on
the outskirts of Allendale Town and Alston, to high moorland near the remote hamlet of
Coalcleugh, and woodland above Whitfield. Isaac Holden used variants of this route to sell
tea from his shop in Allendale to outlying settlements, and the Trail also incorporates landmarks in Isaac’s life, such as his birthplace and the church in which he was married.
Encouraged by its reputation, my partner and I walked the Tea Trail over two days
in the hot, hot July of 2018, starting and finishing the 36 mile circular route at Allendale
Town. Isaac’s Tea Trail is split officially into four stages – Allendale Town to Nenthead,
Nenthead to Alston, Alston to Ninebanks, and Ninebanks back to Allendale Town. We
camped overnight in Alston but the route can be walked at a more relaxed pace over three
or four days, with serviced stops also possible at the Barney Craig mine-shop (now called
Carrshield camping barn), Haggs Bank campsite and bunkhouse at Nentsberry, and the
youth hostel in Ninebanks, as well as some opportunities for wild camping on the higher
ground.
Anyone familiar with the North Pennines AONB will know that many communities
are very self-sufficient but travelling between them on public transport is challenging, especially north to south, as most bus routes run west to east along the major valleys of Teesdale
and Weardale, or into the westernmost and northernmost hubs of Alston and Allendale
Town from the larger settlements of Haltwhistle and Hexham. So, from our home in Middleton in Teesdale, we had the choice of a four or five hour trip requiring three buses and
two trains to Allendale Town, or a trip by car that took 45 minutes. Luckily, there is ample
free parking in the centre of Allendale Town.
We stocked up on pies and chocolate biscuits at the independent Allendale Cooperative shop and started our walk along the river and through pleasant bucolic lowland
scenery, popular as a Victorian picnic spot. Our first inkling that this might be a tough trip
came a couple of miles later when my feet started to hurt from pounding them on the hard,
parched ground. We drank liberally from our water bottles and assumed that the going
would soften as we moved onto the fells with their lovely soft cushion of moss and peat.
After some tricky route finding (Isaac’s Tea Trail is marked on newer versions of OS maps
but not on our version, and typically the signage that is quite comprehensive along most of
the Trail disappears at crucial junctures), we climbed onto the tops. Our path took us via
the small Rowantree Stob bastle house and the Black Way, an ancient route used by pack
ponies to carry lead ore for smelting. The landscape of the North Pennines is suffused with
history, much of it related to the lives of ordinary working people rather than the upper
classes. Rowantree Stob, a pleasant place to sit and rest today, is a reminder of the lawlessness and reiving that occurred in borderlands a few hundred years ago. As we followed the
Black Way in the footsteps of Isaac Holden and generations of other mineworkers and
smelters, we reflected on the fact that many of the paths now used for recreation in the
North Pennines were vital workers’ routes in the past.
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Our hopes of springy moss and a cushioned path on the fells were dashed. The first
part of the Black Way was hard ‘shooting’ track, of the type all too common on managed
grouse moors. It gave way to desiccated peat, fine as sand and full of fissures. It was clear
why the moors further south had been burning for days. The drought had dried out the
waterways as well as the peat. Having drunk too liberally earlier in the day, we were now
very thirsty but could find no water to replenish our exhausted supply. This was not the first
time we had been caught out in such a way. Teesdale appears blessed with lively upland
becks that flow whatever the weather but the burns of the more northern Pennine dales
seem to run more sluggishly and tend to morph into bog. With dry mouths and the heat of
the day upon us, our sore feet took us over the fell to Coalcleugh and from there into the
oasis of Nenthead with its community shop and excellent pubs.
Refreshed by fizzy drinks at the shop and a pint of cold cider at the Miners’ Arms,
the sight of the Bainbridge Memorial Fountain, a twin of the one found in our home town,
provided yet another glimpse into the North Pennines’ lead mining past. Bainbridge was an
agent of the London Lead Company, which had its base in Middleton but operated mines
across the North Pennines, including at Nenthead. The extensive mines can be visited on
occasional open days, but our next destination in Nenthead was its model village. Built by a
retired builder in a back garden adjoining Isaac’s Tea Trail, walkers can see Nenthead in
miniature as well as other replicas, including Big Ben. The highlight of my trip, it was with
some reluctance that I moved on, down the River Nent, to Alston.
Alston is well-known by walkers, being a stop on the Pennine Way. It is also the
home of one of Britain’s most infamous campsites, Tyne Willows. Situated at the back of a
scrapyard, its overheated toilet block has the pleasing aroma of raw sewage and is reached
via a large metal tube of almost Soviet grandeur. After pitching between two static caravans,
we avoided the showers and scuttled to the Cumberland Hotel for a delicious bar meal and
another pint, before sinking into a deep, sun-induced sleep.
Isaac’s Tea Trail follows the Pennine Way out of Alston, up steep but very beautiful
fell side to the earthwork of Epiacum Roman Fort. Promoted passionately by the farming
family on whose land it sits, local volunteers ‘excavated’ some of the site by sifting molehills. The fort probably protected mineral transport routes across the Pennines and is unusual in that it is diamond-shaped rather than the ‘playing card’ shape of most Roman forts.
It was good to see it in atypical weather – our previous, organised trip with a local archaeologist, one August, had ended prematurely because of his concern that the participants
were about to expire from hypothermia. This time, it was in pleasant morning warmth that
we descended to the South Tyne Railway, another reminder of the area’s history, and over
the River Tyne footbridge at Kirkhaugh. (In September 2018, this bridge was washed away
in a storm: luckily, such is the enthusiasm for Isaac’s Tea Trail that local volunteers diligently update details about the route on the web3.)
From Kirkhaugh, where Isaac Holden was married, the route zigzags through fields
and pretty hamlets to climb once again onto the tops at Clargill. My feet, still sore from the
hard ground of the previous day, started to sing merrily on the never-ending shooting track
over to Ninebanks, on which apple-sized rocks were liberally scattered. Having stocked up
on water before leaving Alston, we enjoyed a lunch stop and extra drinks at the fast flowing
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Sandy Ford. Refreshed, a quick descent towards Mohope, Isaac’s birthplace, took us into
Ninebanks, followed by a steep climb up the other side of the valley in the growing heat of
the afternoon. It was with relief that we eventually reached Monk Wood above Whitfield,
which was beautifully cool and shaded. Our plan had been to make a short downhill detour
to the Elk’s Head for a cheeky afternoon pint, but my feet suggested that we press on.
Walking increasingly slowly, and with quite a few rest stops, we made our way through more
fields, past some lovely cottage gardens, and along the River Allen via yet more reminders
of the area’s mining history into Allendale Town once again. As I hobbled to the car, feet
beaten from two days on parched ground, I admired Isaac Holden and all the other workers
who trekked, rain and shine, day after day, around the North Pennines to make a living. I
could also understand, very clearly, why Isaac’s Tea Trail has a cult reputation: given its
short distance, it is difficult to see how any route could improve on its variety and quality of
terrain and scenery, and have such deep and rich historical interest.
Sarah Elton
1 https://walkingisaacsteatrail.wordpress.com/
2 https://www.ramblers.org.uk/go-walking/group-finder/areas/northumbria/groups/
hexham/isaacs-tea-trail.aspx
3 http://isaacs-tea-trail.co.uk/
On yer bike
Ever thought of trying cycle touring but decided it was just too expensive to just
give it a go? Well many of us have a mountain bike stored away in the garage. It’s seen more
Tesco stores than mountains and now adorns the garage wall. Indeed my own mountain
bike is over 30 years old and still going strong.
I first joined one of Darren Tipper’s cycle weekends as a try out, using basic equipment. First you need a cycle rack, a basic rack can cost as little as £10 on ebay(less if you
can get a second hand one). Next it’s panniers, basic set can cost as little as £6. Not the
greatest quality in the world but enough to give it a try out. Add a waterproof cover for £4.
Knobbly tyres look great but have the rolling resistance of a heavy roller in treacle. Here I
would recommend investing in a pair of Schwalbe Land Crusier tyres at £24.00.These have
a central bead for running on the road and wider grips for more challenging terrain (these
can always be left on the bike even if you don't go touring again). As backpackers we have
the lightweight equipment for camping etc. So for as little as under £50 you can have a basic
setup. Of course you can spend more if you wish to upgrade, or fancy a nice Lycra outfit.
Lookout for special offers at Halfords and Aldi.
Next it’s time to make a move. Don't just jump on a fully loaded bike and head for
the mountains and expect your walking muscles to power you over the hills. Cycling uses
some different muscles so a few practice sessions are recommended to build up those muscles and get used to sitting on a saddle(padded shorts are available).Don't be too ambitious
or you will fail, try a fairly flat run at first or join a modest Club cycle weekend.
So no excuses then, dust off the old bike add a few bits and head out. My old mountain bike has now toured in the Netherlands and Denmark.
Colin Smith
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Pennine Bridleway part 4
Across the A625, the PBW continues SE on a very minor road past a café at Rushop
Hall to and across the B6061, thence through Perry Dale to Peak Forest. By now the landscape is lush grassland divided up by stone "roman" walls - typical White Peak countryside.
Peak Forest hamlet is split by the busy A623 but there is the Devonshire Arms where I
stopped for a light lunch. Peak Forest has a curious history. As the centre of a former royal
hunting park, the church (dedicated to King Charles the Martyr!) was built on Crown land
and not subject to Ecclesiastical Law. Hence you could be married without banns being
read, and so became a local "Gretna Green" for eloping couples. It took an Act of Parliament in 1804 to put an end to such nonsense. Derbyshire family historians know to look
here if they are missing a marriage.
Crossing the road at a (very rare) set of traffic lights, the PBW continues south to a
crossroads. Here the PBW diverts east, part way towards Tideswell, before turning south
and west back to the original minor road. I dislike such pointless meanders, so carried on
southwards, and met up with the PBW again just before the Old Moor Quarry. Old it might
be, but it's still working, and notices warn you not to stray from the fenced road hereabouts.
As the PBW circles the quarry, the road degenerates into a track as it goes through
woodland, before emerging into the open above the Chee Dale gorge. The following precipitous descent is not one I'd like to attempt by bike let alone on horseback, but eventually
you arrive at a tracked by the River Wye. A little way down track is a bridge to the north are
some old mill buildings that now house a café and cycle shop - a real hidden gem. The other
way, the PBW climbs steeply out the gorge through a local nature reserve that's barred to
horses! For a bridleway the route is mad!
Out of the gorge, the PBW enters open countryside and avoids the A6 by turning
east to Blackwell. Where the track meets a minor road is Beech Croft Farm campsite. This
large family orientated site is on a sloping site - the only flat pitches are reserved for caravans/Winnebagos - it's potluck for tenters, but the many hedgerows do provide shelter
from the wind. Unlike all the other campsites, this one was over half full and there were a
lot of people around. I cooked another of my dehydrated meals, and chatted to a young
couple while doing my washing up. They were planning in getting into long distance walking, so they asked for advice. Rain was forecast, so I retired to my tent to write up some
notes before having an early night.
It was cold, wet and very windy overnight, and the next morning was heavily overcast, but at least it wasn't raining. I spoke too soon - two brief showers meant that I'd no
sooner dried my tent fly than it got wet again - I wasn't optimistic - but by the time I left the
clouds had lifted somewhat, however it remained overcast all day.
The PBW initially goes south over the A6, then veering slightly west as it travels
over open countryside via a mix of minor roads and tracks to the A515 and Pomeroy. Here
are a cluster of campsites that I checked out for the FPD before joining the start of the
High Peak Trail, where for the first time the Bridleway turns decisively into the Peak District.
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The HPT is yet another former railway line
built to service the quarries to the west.
These days it is a popular cycle route, appropriately I met my first cyclists for nearly
a week. The broad sandy track wriggles as
it travels SE through cuttings and high
embankments, views are either nonexistent or marvellous! After some miles of
easy walking you arrive at the Parsley Hay
visitor centre with toilets, café and cycle
shop - busy! Just NW of the visitor centre
is an Istrian Kazun - a traditional dry stone
walled shelter - a gift from Croatia marking
their admission to the EU.
Shortly after Parsley Hay the Bridleway splits. Horse riders turn south to follow the
former Ashbourne line to repurposed Hartington Station and the end of their trail. Walkers
and cyclists continue on SE past the huge Friden brickworks, where a series of murals give
the history of the works on an otherwise very long blank wall. The High Peak Trail can easily be walked in a day, but I had decided to split it. I now had plenty of time, and didn't
fancy trying to work the buses on a Sunday. I had naively assumed that the advertised 200+
mile length of the PBW was its end-to-end distance. It's not, it includes the Mary Towneley
and Settle loops - which I had omitted - inadvertently saving some 50 miles and four days.
Hence I left the trail at Friden, and walked the half mile into Newhaven and its
campsite. I had hoped to get a late lunch at the bar/restaurant there, but it isn't open afternoons and had just closed. So I grabbed a couple rolls from the well-stocked shop in the
garage next door. It's a shame that the hotel opposite was closed and awaiting redevelopment - it's a fine old building that I've passed many a time.
The campsite is huge with a large section given over to statics, but the 6 acre touring
field was empty bar a lone campervan. I chose a side glade that was well sheltered by trees
and embankments from the road. After a shower and killing time, I pondered the various
former rail tracks I'd encountered this walk - I must have ridden most of them as teenager Dr Beeching has a lot to answer for. Mind you, with the decline of mining in the area,
there's little use for most of them.
Eventually it was time to eat, so I slipped out the unofficial back way and crossed
the road to "The Carriages". This railway themed establishment has a real ale bar, and its
dining area is like an old time dining car - lots of nostalgia! I had a leisurely meal, by the
time I finished the restaurant was full of residents from the campsite - well it was Saturday.
I was back to my tent just as the rain started, so it was an early night with a crossword. After a few hours’ sleep, I woke in pain - my prostate was playing up - badly. I'm used
to having to pee three times a night, and occasionally double that if my evening food/drink
disagrees with me. This was much worse. Trying to pee every quarter hour on an empty
bladder is extremely painful! I could only hope that the symptoms would subside as usual
with the dawn - thankfully they did.
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After my disturbed night, I was drained the next morning, and slow cooking breakfast and getting packed, but was still away by 8:00. It was cold, damp and miserable. Returning to the PBW at Friden, there were people setting up tables in the carpark - Odd, I
thought. A mile down track, where it crosses the A5012, was a cluster of dayglow jackets something was definitely afoot. They were a team from Wiltshire SAR - here to support a
Cancer UK charity run - something they did every year apparently. A chance to get away
from their wives and have a few beers, they said!
Pressing on, the Bridleway has a number of sharp turns including a right angle at
Gotham - the old railway must have been built by the Joker! At the next car park, tables
were buried under bottles of water - I was even offered one. I was getting déja vue - on my
PW at Twice Brewed, I was run over by the Rat Race ultra-marathon and could make no
progress for 20 minutes! The first entrants were beginning to pass me, the sun had come
out, so it was time for a coffee break. After the bulk of the runners had passed, I carried on
again. Fine weather had brought the trackside flowers out in profusion and climbers on the
Harboro Rocks.
The Hopton Incline was well known to railway buffs as the steepest regularly
worked section on the rail network. At 1 in 14, it presents little difficulty to walkers or riders, but cyclists are warned to give way to other users (and preferably to dismount). The
PBW ends at Middleton Top, where is a visitor centre/cycle shop, and the oldest working
rotating-beam steam engine still at its original site. The High Peak Trail carries on downhill
for another couple of miles to High Peak Junction. The Wiltshire SAR had been leapfrogging the charity entrants down the trail, and were handing out jelly babies to all who finished - even me. The PBW start/finish marker is rather boring! I'd made good time, and
grabbing a sandwich and celebratory Solero, I casually asked if there were any buses running. I'd expected no, but there was one in ten minutes from a stop five minutes away decision time! I chose the bus because I knew I would get the connection from Matlock to
Sheffield, and I could walk the end of the HPT as a break as I drove home tomorrow.
So I ended up working the public transport system on a Sunday anyway! No problems apart from Huddersfield, where the town was in party mode since their football team
had just won promotion to the Premier League, and the buses were being very erratic.
Stuart Blackburne
Postscripts:
My biggest regret was that my overestimation on the PBW length made me shortcut it drastically around Barnoldswick. I'll plug the gaps if/when I do the Mary Towneley loop. It'll
give me an excuse to visit my sister again.
My new Vango sleeping bag is warmer if I do not wear clothes - go figure!
The most I paid for any campsite was £10, about half were around £5 - the cheaper ones
usually charged for showers.
The bus I caught from Middleton Top was the last time it ran on a Sunday - so my lucky
timing continued to the end!
Oh, and my prostate has been fine since, and I lost half a stone.
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An Adventure in Sweden
Talk to anyone about backpacking in Sweden and the conversation will immediately
home in on Kungsleden (the King's Trail), and maybe the Fjällräven Classic, an annual walk
on part of Kungsleden that a few Club members have taken part in. However, there are
many more trails in Sweden. Indeed, the Traildino.com website lists around thirty that
would take a week or more (many would take much longer than this).
I chose to walk part of Sörmlandsleden, an approximately 1,000km route in the
county of Sörmland, south west of Stockholm, in south central Sweden. I covered 300km.
The trail is divided into stages, or etapps, of varying lengths and at the beginning/end of
each stage is a board with maps and a description, in Swedish and English, of the terrain
and what you can expect to see. There are many Bronze Age remains and evidence of old
mine workings.
Sweden is almost twice the size of the
United Kingdom with a sixth of the population. Its society has developed in a totally
different way to ours in the UK. Most of
the population is urbanised. There is no
system of villages such as we have. There
are cities and towns of varying sizes but no
villages. Instead, there are dwellings scattered about seemingly at random, many
only occupied as second homes. Most of
these are painted in traditional deep red or
yellow.
The reason I chose Sörmlandsleden was its convenience. I flew from London Stansted by Ryanair to Skavsta airport just outside Nyköping. The trail can be joined on a spur
immediately outside the Connect Hotel, next to the terminal building, which couldn't be
easier. The trail's website, http://www.sormlandsleden.se/eng, gives details of two multi
day walks, the Northern route and the Southern route. The former (63 km/4 days) takes
you to the small town of Trosa and then on to the underground in Björkhagen, just outside
Stockholm (+136 km/8 days) and the latter, (97 km/6 days) "opens into silent forests and
then follows the quite steep and rocky Baltic Sea coast". My daily distances ranged from 15
to 30 kilometres, depending on how I felt and how I wanted to pace myself day to day. In
retrospect, I probably rushed through the Northern route and had a little too much time to
cover the Southern route. Obviously, my flight was fixed and I didn't want to spend time
hanging around the airport.
What I did was, on arrival, caught a bus from the airport into Nyköping, where I was
able to buy a litre of Röd Etanol stove fuel, the Swedish equivalent of methylated spirits.
This seemed to burn hotter than meths and I found I needed less of it. Consequently, a litre
was more than adequate for two weeks. After buying this, I walked to the rail station and
took a train to Stockholm Central and the T-bana underground to Björkhagen, where there
was a sign directing me to the start of the trail. Here I commenced what was probably the
most memorable adventure of my backpacking career to date. I was immediately into forest
and, as I had started walking mid-afternoon, only walked 8km before pitching for the night.
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It is important to know about
"Allemansrätt", the right of public access.
This gives "the right to walk, cycle, ride, ski
and camp on any land with the exception of
private gardens, near a dwelling house or
land under cultivation." As I was walking
through forest much of the time, I was able
to legally wild camp wherever I wanted on
sixteen consecutive nights. I camped in some
really memorable locations, in forest, next to
lakes and on the coast. If, when you think of
forest, such as the Kielder in Northumberland where trees are planted commercially as close
together as possible, then think again. In most areas, the trees seem almost randomly
planted and there is plenty to see all the time. Some of the forest I walked through was
maintained as primeval forest, so blowdowns were often left as they fell across the path and
walkers had made a new route around them. In other areas, felling had taken place and so
wasn't quite so beautiful but the path was always easy to find. I never got bored with trees.
Most were conifers of various kinds, but also many silver birch. Sweden is a rocky country
and much of the path wound through and over mainly smooth rocks. It was simply stunning. Sometimes I was walking through agricultural land. There was some road walking but,
overall, very little.
So, over the first week, I walked back to Nyköping where I then started the Southern route. This took me down to the Baltic coast, which the trail followed more or less for a
couple of days before heading back inland and, after a leisurely week, I returned to
Nyköping, walked the several miles out to the airport and home.
The trail is extremely well marked with orange
bands painted around trees, rocks marked with
orange paint and wooden direction signs. It is virtually impossible to get lost. However, it is well
worth paying the approximately £20 to become a
member of the Sörmlandsleden Association. This
enables you to download and print out detailed A4
size maps with the trail marked on them.
There are places to replenish water along the way,
either in the lakes you will pass, or from springs or
pumps, the location of which are indicated on the
maps. Also marked are wind shelters which may be
used for overnighting or just for a snack stop. All
shelters have fire making facilities and usually a
saw and axe for foraging for wood, although there
was often wood ready cut but, as a courtesy, some wood should always be left for other
hikers. I slept in a shelter for one night but preferred to use my tarp. There was never a
shortage of trees for tying the ridge lines.
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I was lucky with the weather. It was cold when I arrived with flurries of snow and
the temperature on the first few night was down to zero. However, it warmed up and for
much of the time I had summer weather and absolutely no rain for the entire two weeks. As
a result, there wasn't much mud so I was able to avoid walking with wet feet. Where there
are parts of the trail that pass through normally muddy sections or over march or bog, there
are wooden walkways.
Food resupply needs to be planned carefully as the trail passes through some pretty
remote areas. Before I left home, using an app on my iPad called Pocket Earth, I was able
to superimpose a gpx route of the trail (from Traildino) and see where food shops were
located. I took a week's worth of food with me but needed to resupply from time to time.
Sweden has become virtually a cashless society. I took some cash but didn't use it. In
fact, one supermarket wouldn't accept payment by cash.
I went to Sweden in April expecting some cold weather. My alternative was July but
mosquitoes can be a problem in the summer. The warm weather I experienced meant that I
had a few mosquitoes in the evenings but, as the temperature dropped, they disappeared
and weren't really a problem although I suffered a few bites.
The equipment you would need on a trip like this is much the same as in the UK. A
tarp is obviously good as a shelter but a tent would do if a more enclosed shelter is wanted.
A hammock would also be ideal. Your sleep will generally only be disturbed by birdsong
(and a lot of it) although the evening of my last night was somewhat raucous with aircraft
noise but I was camped only ten minutes walk from the terminal for my early morning flight
back home. It was memorable because, in the dark before I settled for the night, I mistakenly wetted my toothbrush with Röd Etanol which gave my taste buds a tingle, but probably nothing compared to how meths might have tasted.
You will not meet many other
walkers on the trail. I only met
about half a dozen over two
weeks. There would be whole
days when I met no-one else.
At the wind shelters and a few
other places there are guest
books to sign. Looking at
these, most walkers are local
and just out for the day. It
seems that few people actually
sleep in the shelters. Most of
those that do appeared to be
from other countries.
I loved my first experience of backpacking in Sweden and I shall return, either to do
more of Sörmlandsleden or one of the many other trails. Of course, I recorded my experiences daily at https://litehikersblog.blogspot.com.
Geoff Gafford
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Trekking the Kungsleden
Mike Laing
Cicerone £17.95
As you may read elsewhere in this edition of Backpack, I spent two
weeks earlier this year wild camping and hiking in the forests of
south central Sweden and so the editors reckoned that this qualified
me to review the new first edition Cicerone book about the
Kungsleden (King’s Trail) by Mike Laing. What the editors didn’t
know was that last year, when passing through Abisko in the far
north of Sweden in a campervan, I also ceremoniously “dipped my
toe” in the Kungsleden by walking the first quarter mile or so (and
back) which was all I had time for. I believe this is the only English
language guide to this trail.
The trail can be walked in either direction. It stretches for 460km
across national parks from Abisko in the north to Hemavan in the
south.
This book follows the usual Cicerone format of (in this case, 35) introductory pages
which cover everything you need to know about the environment, flora and fauna, when to
go (late June to early September is recommended), planning your walk, transport, boat
crossings, accommodation, sauna etiquette, resupply and so much more.
Transport is an important factor as, from the UK, you will need to allow a likely two
days to get to wherever you intend to begin your walk and a further two days to get back
home. For example, if you are intending to start from Abisko, you would normally fly to
Stockholm and then board another flight to Kiruna and then either bus or train to Abisko.
If you start at Hemavan, you would take the train from Stockholm north to Umeå and then
travel for five and a half hours by bus. Getting to and from anywhere in between can be
even more interesting.
There are seven mandatory boat crossings to make on the Kungsleden along with
four optional crossings. Four of the seven mandatory crossings involve making use of rowing boats for which no charge is made. However, this can be quite challenging and there
may be a queue in peak season. Each crossing is equipped with three boats, the minimum
required to guarantee both shores have a boat available at any one time. When you have
rowed across, you must ensure that there is at least one boat remaining on each side. Thus,
if you take the one and only boat from one side, you must return with a boat in tow and
then row back leaving the towed boat behind. The longest crossing is 3km so you could end
up rowing 9km altogether. Not for the fainthearted. Motor boat ferries are available for the
longer crossings at a cost and making the necessary arrangements.
There are huts which provide shelter and overnight accommodation at various
stages, some of which are manned and where some basic supplies can be bought. Camping
is usually possible around the huts (at a charge) although camping is possible anywhere
along the length of the trail. Water for drinking is rarely a problem.
Continued at foot of next page
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A Measuring "Jug"
I wonder what others use when wanting to measure a specific quantity of water for
cooking? I have devised something which I think is brilliant and it's my own idea, not
pinched from anywhere else. Take one quart size Ziploc bag, a permanent marker pen and a
roll of sellotape. Holding the bag upright, pour 100ml of water in and draw a line at the
water level. Pour another 100ml in and another and another, drawing a line at the level each
time and number the levels 100, 200, 300 and 400 or however you want to do it. Now,
cover the writing with Sellotape to stop the ink rubbing off. It can be used countless times,
weighs nothing and takes up no space.
Geoff Gafford

The Wicklow Way
I was recently in Ireland, following the Wicklow Way south of Dublin. There are
NO campsites on the route, but the Wicklow Way Lodge B&B at Oldbridge might open
one next year. I've always understood that wild camping in Ireland is pretty much the same
as in the UK, in that technically it's illegal, though you can always ask the landowner for
permission, otherwise just keep your head down and don't get caught! I've also understood
that camping on Collet (state forest) property was both illegal and subject to fines if you got
caught. It seems that things have changed, according to a notice at the start of the Wicklow
Way. Wild camping in state forests is now permitted, subject to the sort of 'terms and conditions' that Backpackers Club members already follow - basically no fires, no mess and no
nuisance. With that in mind, I was looking out for trail-side pitches in order to create LDP/
FPD entries for the route. There are also three basic trail huts where you’re welcome to get
a campfire burning, despite them being in forests. An organisation called Mountain Meitheal
keeps these places in good order.
Paddy Dillon

Continued from previous page
The Kungsleden is divided into five main sections. The most popular section is from
Abisko southwards to Vakkotavare (108.8km) from where a bus will take you to Gällivare
and thence homewards either by bus or plane to Stockholm. This stretch is mainly open fell
and mountainous. The other sections are no less challenging in their own way. The guide
gives detailed route information for each section and stages within each section and indicates particularly good spots for camping.
This book is up to Cicerone’s usual high standard and includes maps with the route
highlighted. You would be well advised to buy maps as well as those in the guide book and
details are provided for both paper and digital maps and GPX tracks. There are also excellent colour photographs throughout.
Geoff Gafford
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Cotswold weekend
Laurence Key

East Cheshire weekend
Janet Brady

